We call attention to a simple measuring argument for finite groups. Direct applications of this argument lead to the construction of certain new characteristic subgroups of finite p-groups as well as an easy proof of a generalization, due to Timmesfeld, of the Thompson replacement lemma. Some applications to finite simple groups are also given.
The purpose of this note is to call attention to an elementary observation herein recorded as Lemma 1.1. We consider Lemma 1.1 to represent a "measuring argument", in the sense that Herstein's textbook [2] refers to a "counting argument for finite groups" to describe the well-known result that \AB\ = \A\\B\/\AC\B\ when A and B are subgroups of a finite group G.
Our measuring argument generates some characteristic subgroups of pgroups, it provides a simple proof of a "replacement theorem" of Timmesfeld, and has proven extremely useful in some problems involving "failure of Thompson factorization" (especially in [1] ). Finally, Theorem 2.2 relates the local structure of a simple group to that of its simple subgroups. Although the result is far from best possible, it is the only one of its type that we know, and may be food for further thought.
The basic results
Let G be a finite group acting on a finite group H, and let S^(G) denote the set of all nonidentity subgroups of G. For any positive real number a , put ma = ma(G,H) = Sup{\A\a\CH(A)}}Ae^G) . But B G a^#, and the hypothesis that either A n B ^ 1 or ma > \H\ then implies that \B\a\CH(B)\>\AnB\a\CH(AnB)\.
It now follows that all of the inequalities in (*), (**), and (* * *) are in fact equalities, and this yields the lemma.
The following is an immediate consequence of 1.1.
1.2. Lemma. Each member A of a*£* u a^# is a T.I.-subgroup of G; that is, A n Aq -1 // g G G -NG(A). Moreover, if ma > \H\ then aJf* has a unique member (namely (aJ?)), and if mn > \H\ then a^ has a unique member (namely da,£).
1.3. Lemma. Let X be a subgroup of G, and put aJV = a^£(X,//). Let A g aJí* and B g ojV. Then either BCAorAnB=\.
Moreover, if mit(X,H) > \H\ then BCA.
Proof. If |^fi:^|" > \Cff(A):CfJ(AB)\ then \(AB)\"\CH(AB)\ > \A\a\CH(A)\, and then BCA since A G a^#* . Alternatively we have \B:AnB\" < \CH(A):CH(AB)\ < \CH(An B):CH(B)\, which yields \B\"\CH(B)\ < \AnB\"\CH(AnB)\. But B e «JV and AC\B ç X , so we conclude that A n B = 1 and that \B\"\CH(B)\ < \H\. This proves the lemma.
1.4. Corollary. Let X be a subgroup of G such that \X\"\CH(X)\ > \H\, and let {A} = a.£* . Then A n X D (a,£(X, //)).
1.5. Corollary. Let p be a prime, and suppose that there exists a nonidentity p-subgroup X of G suchthat \X\"\CH(X)\ > \H\. Let A be the unique member of a*£*. Then p divides \A\. Let p be a prime dividing \D\, and let 7 be a Sylow p-subgroup of D such that PDA is a Sylow p-subgroup of A. We may assume that p is chosen so that 7 does not normalize A . Let x G 7 -Np(A). Then TJ D /lylx , of order |^4j2, and we have AAX e aJf. Then AAX n 7 ^ 1 , so B ç AAX and y4x = D. Thus |,4| = \B\, so PnA ^ 1 . Since ^ is a T.I.-subgroup of D we have Np(PC\A) = Np(A). Let y e Np(Np(A))-Np(A). Then D = ^ . Also (P f) A)y < Np(A) and (7n^) n (7n/l)y = 1 . Thus |7n^|2 < \Np(A)\ < \P\.
But as \D\ = |/4|2 we have \P\ = \P n A\2, a contradiction.
1.7. Corollary. Assume that mn > \H\ and that there exists a p-group (resp. an Abelian p-group) in a^#. Then there exists a normal p-subgroup of G (resp. a normal Abelian p-subgroup of G) in aJ?. A slight variation on the proof of 2.1 yields the following stronger result.
2.2. Theorem. Let G be a finite non-Abelian simple group, contained as a subgroup in a group H in such a way that CH(G) -1. Set a = In \H\/ In |C7|. Then \A\"\CH(A)\ < \H\ for every proper, nonidentity subgroup A of G.
Proof. Since \G\"\CH(G)\ = \H\ we have ma > \H\. As in the proof of 2.1 we then find that q^#* = a^ = {G} , and this yields the result. Fix y G {sé ,sfp ,s/pe}, and fix a positive real number a. Choose A eS* so that \A\"\CH(A)\ is as large as possible and, subject to this condition, so that A is as large (resp., as small) as possible. Then Mn(S) = no#. By 1.2 and 1.8, M"(S) and Mn(S) are members of euV , and evidently they are characteristic subgroups of S. The collection {M"(S) ,M(t(S)}n>0 has some amusing properties, which we will develop in this section. and that since X G ayV we get equality here.
3.2. Lemma. Letting t approach a , we obtain the continuity of h .
A replacement theorem
We provide a simplified proof of a theorem of Timmesfeld [3] , which is itself a generalization of the well-known "Thompson replacement theorem." 4.1. Theorem (Thompson Replacement). Let G be a finite group, H an Abelian group admitting action by G, and let A be a nonidentity subgroup of G, such that \A\ \CH(A)\ > |7| 1^ (7) 
